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		If you’re familiar with Gradle’s basics elements—possibly through the author’s previous O’Reilly book, Building and Testing with Gradle—this more advanced guide provides the recipes, techniques, and syntax to help you master this build automation tool. With clear, concise explanations and lots of ready-to-use code examples, you’ll explore four discrete areas of Gradle functionality: file operations, custom Gradle plugins, build lifecycle hooks, and dependency management.

	
		Learn how to use Gradle’s rich set of APIs and Groovy-based Domain Specific Language to customize build software that actually conforms to your product. By using the techniques in this book, you’ll be able to write domain-specific builds that support every other line of code your team creates.

		
			Examine Gradle’s file API, including copy tasks, pattern matching, content filtering, and the FileCollection interface
	
			Understand the process for building and packaging a custom Gradle plug-in
	
			Manage build complexity with hook methods and Gradle’s rule feature
	
			Learn how Gradle handles dependency management natively and through customization
	
			Explore Gradle’s core plug-ins as well as key examples from the Gradle community
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Flash MX Savvy (With CD-ROM)Sybex, 2002
Anticipates your goals and uses professional examples to show you the best ways to attain them. Hands-on tutorials allows you to apply different techniques to projects that will yield useful, real-world results. Softcover. CD-ROM included.       

   This is the first book in our Savvy series, a new line of premium quality, in-depth...
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Morphing: A Guide to Mathematical Transformations for Architects and DesignersLaurence King Publishing, 2015

	Cylinders, spheres and cubes are a small handful of shapes that can be defined by a single word. However, most shapes cannot be found in a dictionary. They belong to an alternative plastic world defined by trigonometry: a mathematical world where all shapes can be described under one systematic language and where any shape can transform into...
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Beginning ASP.NET E-Commerce in C#: From Novice to Professional (Expert's Voice in .Net)Apress, 2009
Welcome to Beginning ASP.NET E-Commerce in C#: From Novice to Professional! This book is a practical, step-by-step ASP.NET and SQL Server tutorial that teaches you real-world development practices. Guiding you through every step of the design and build process, this tutorial will teach you how to create high-quality, full-featured, extensible...
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Mastering Bitcoin: Unlocking Digital CryptocurrenciesO'Reilly, 2014

	Mastering Bitcoin is essential reading for everyone interested in learning about bitcoin basics, the technical operation of bitcoin, or if you're building the next great bitcoin killer app or business. From using a bitcoin wallet to buy a cup of coffee, to running a bitcoin marketplace with hundreds of thousands of transactions, or...
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Fuzzy Stochastic Multiobjective Programming (International Series in Operations Research & Management Science)Springer, 2011

	Although studies on multiobjective mathematical programming under uncertainty have been accumulated and several books on multiobjective mathematical programming under uncertainty have been published (e.g., Stancu-Minasian (1984); Slowinski and Teghem (1990); Sakawa (1993); Lai and Hwang (1994); Sakawa (2000)), there seems to be no book which...
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Gastrointestinal and Colorectal AnesthesiaCRC Press, 2006

	This resource stands as the only authoritative text to specifically focus on developments and best practices in anesthesiology for procedures affecting the gastrointestinal tract and related appendages. This book provides in-depth coverage of topics such as risk assessment, stress response, and scoring, as well as spans anesthetic trends and...
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